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IP SECURITY SOLUTIONS

MAXPRO® VMS integrates video cameras, alarm systems and
access control to quickly and accurately detect threats and areas of
risk. With MAXPRO VMS, you can view video feeds from multiple
cameras within a facility using a single user interface. It also allows
analog and IP surveillance technologies to work together seamlessly.

• Offers one command and control interface that brings together
analog, digital and network video devices

• Maximizes the value of Honeywell’s complete security offering with
integration to Pro-Watch® security management system, intrusion
systems, and to many recording devices

• Open architecture affords ultimate flexibility to let third party
providers and security/IT manufacturers integrate with the powerful
surveillance platform of MAXPRO VMS

For more information about the Honeywell Open Technology Alliance,
visit www.honeywell.com/security/hota.

MAXPRO® VMS

This family of NVRs is an ideal solution for entry to enterprise IP video
surveillance systems. Utilizing Honeywell’s high definition cameras,
MAXPRO NVRs are powerful, high definition IP recording systems and
viewing clients for small to large installations. The user interface is
based on the MAXPRO VMS user interface for a feature-rich and
user-friendly experience that enables users to “learn one, know 
them all.”

• MAXPRO NVR XE 
Xpress Edition: Entry level, 16 channel support

• MAXPRO NVR SE
Standard Edition: Mid-tier, 32 channel support

• MAXPRO NVR PE
Professional Edition: Enterprise, 64 channel support

MAXPRO® NVRs

For more information on these or     



We’ve expanded our IP camera line to include four new options that
bring together best-in-class Honeywell camera expertise with
professional grade IP technology. The first IP cameras in our popular
Performance Series, these entry-level, indoor and outdoor IP cameras
deliver outstanding image quality, efficient (H.264) compression, 
and real-time video (30 fps) at minimal bandwidth – especially in 
low-light conditions. 

These new models round out a robust portfolio of IP cameras available
in the following styles:

• Indoor mini-dome

• Rugged mini-dome

• Box camera

• PTZ

To help you transition from analog to digital, our new Rapid Eye Hybrid
HD 16-channel DVR is designed for effective remote access, even over
limited bandwidth. From standalone remote systems to fully integrated
enterprise solutions, Rapid Eye is effective in a wide range of 
security installations.

• Fast network connection allows instant access to critical 
site information

• Record, search and transmit video, audio and data transactions
while simultaneously monitoring live and post-event playback

• Fully integrated with
MAXPRO VMS, POS,
analytics and other
Honeywell access control
and intrusion products

• Hybrid support for up to 
16 channels of 
analog/IP cameras

IP/Network H.264 CamerasRapid Eye™ Hybrid HD

   other products, call 1.800.796.2288

MAXPRO® Web

Our new MAXPRO® Web hybrid NVR lets you view live and recorded
video over the Internet using a PC or Mac. It’s ideal for those who
want to protect their investment in analog but want the ability to
upgrade to IP, and for users starting out with video surveillance who
want an affordable entry-level IP system.

• 8 channel hybrid - makes transitioning to IP easy 

• Lets you access video conveniently from anywhere

• Future-proof your system to
meet your needs today—
and tomorrow

• Helps reduce service and
support costs



ENTERPRISE SECURITY INTEGRATION

For more information on these or     

V5

Our Vindicator V5 platform secures vital national and international assets from local and remote locations. With a powerful
XML interface and plentiful I/O, users benefit from greater flexibility when integrating peripherals, sensing technology or
products from various manufacturers.

• Map-based views of facilities

• Fast, reliable, redundant and encrypted alarm reporting

• Intuitive icons and control buttons

Next Generation Controller Platform                                                   

Vindicator’s new platform of IDS and ACS system controllers provides reliable, fast communication of alarm and
access control events on a smaller scale than its V5 counterpart. Its simple, sleek design keeps deployment 
costs low and security high, providing features that allow it to perform like a “virtual guard.” 

• Complete intrusion detection, access control and video assessment solution 

• Embedded software guarantees minimal system downtime and virtually instantaneous notification of events

• Ideal for small-scale, high-security requirements

Pro-Watch® Suite

Selected by top resellers in 2011 as a Best Channel Product by Business Solutions Magazine, Pro-Watch® protects
people, secures assets and ensures regulatory compliance by combining visitor management, access control, digital
video, intrusion and other functions into one powerful system. Pro-Watch also integrates with building management
systems using the Honeywell Software Development Kit (HSDK).

New! PoE single door controller seamlessly interfaces a single door with a larger system at remote facilities or across
multiple smaller locations.

LobbyWorks® 4.0

Our LobbyWorks® Visitor Management System integrates with Pro-Watch to streamline temporary card issuance
using existing lobby resources.

MAXPRO® VMS                                                    

Pro-Watch integrates with MAXPRO VMS as well as with video cameras, alarm systems, floor plans and access
control systems to quickly and accurately detect threats and areas of risk.

HSDK

Honeywell Software Development Kit (HSDK) integrates with Pro-Watch and other Honeywell security applications to
monitor security, secondary fire, energy and other building management functions.

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Vindicator® Technologies



BUILDING MANAGEMENT INTEGRATION

Honeywell’s Software Development Kit (HSDK) provides the building blocks
necessary to create application modules that integrate Pro-Watch and other
Honeywell security applications with third-party systems. HSDK enables
centralized monitoring and management of security, secondary fire, lighting,
HVAC and other building management functions.

• Enables certified integrators to build or buy customized Pro-Watch
application modules to create unique and “reusable” solutions

• Powered by industry-leading NiagaraAX Framework® technology which
supports 100+ IT and building systems communication protocols 

• Graphical user interface reduces integration time from weeks to hours

HSDK

The new Rapid Eye™ Driver is an innovative Rapid Eye product extension
built on an open framework. Designed to integrate with protocols from diverse
manufacturers, Rapid Eye Driver seamlessly integrates video into a unified
building management solution – creating complete interoperability between
video, security, lighting, energy management, and building automation 
for any facility.

• Integrates with the industry-leading NiagaraAX Framework®

• Integrates video into Honeywell Software Development Kit (HSDK)

• Enables users to remotely access and monitor their video from virtually any
location via Internet Explorer and creates an interface to Rapid Eye 

Rapid Eye™ Driver

   n these or        other products, call 1.800.796.2288
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COMMERCIAL SECURITY INTEGRATION

Honeywell’s PRO2200 Professional Series access control panel
provides an ideal solution for installations in urban areas or any place
where space is at a premium.

• Expandable door modules offer incremental protection—
two doors at a time

• Easily grow the system as needs change

• Optimize costs while adding doors

WIN-PAK® combines industry-leading solutions for seamless
integration of access control, video and intrusion from one 
software interface.

• Available in two editions: Standard (SE) and Professional (PE) 

• Arm/disarm the system and reset alarms – one simple 
card swipe does it all

• Start with access, add intrusion and/or video as needed

PRO2200 Access Control PanelWIN-PAK® Software

For more information on these or     

Managed access control by Honeywell gives you increased potential
for growing your business and maximizing the value of each sale.
Provide customers the benefits of a professionally managed and
monitored access control system—and earn RMR at the same time.

• Remotely manage your customers’ 
access control systems

• Decrease installation and service costs

• Dealer hosted software platform

• Remote access via web browser

Managed Access Control Playbook

Just for Dealers!

We offer tools and training to help drive business with managed
access control. 

Honeywell’s Managed Access Control Playbook covers:

Step 1: What is Managed Access

Step 2: How to Implement

Step 3: How to Sell

Managed Access Control



HREP H.264 DVR is a cost-effective solution that’s perfect for a
smaller facility. End users can check their systems remotely from
almost any PC with an Internet web browser.

• Available in 4, 8 or 16 channel and offers clear, crisp video at
H.264 video compression

• Features a mobile app so users can view video 
from the DVR remotely on their mobile devices

• Low cost initial investment, fast installation and 
easy operation

Honeywell now provides web-based access control for installations 
of any size. NetAXS-123 is a cost effective way to protect one door at a time. 
It’s easy to install, operate and maintain, and it grows with you as your business
grows. It’s exactly what access control should be: simple, scalable and flexible.

• Web-based access control starting with 1, 2, 3 or 4 doors

• Modular design makes adding doors easy and affordable

• Single, mount at the door option offers Power over 
Ethernet (PoE) that reduces installation wiring and 
setup costs

• NetAXS-123 was named winner in the Access 
Control/ID Systems: Access Control System 
award category at the 2010 ESX show

HREP H.264 DVR

NetAXS™ Web-based Access Control

PERFORMANCE SERIES

   other products, call 1.800.796.2288

Our Performance Series cameras include a variety of indoor and
outdoor options so you can pick just the right one for your
application. Easy to install and even easier to use, these cost-effective
cameras provide excellent picture quality in daylight or low 
light conditions:

• Indoor mini-dome, IP and analog

• Outdoor mini-dome, IP and analog

• Bullet camera 

•    PTZ 

Cameras



For more information:

www.honeywellsystems.com

Automation and Control Solutions

Honeywell Systems

2700 Blankenbaker Pkwy, Suite 150

Louisville, KY 40299

1.800.796.2288
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Choose Honeywell 

We choose to be experts in security innovation—so you don’t have to.
Let us help you choose Honeywell for any one of these solutions:

• Choose IP – end-to-end HD solutions that help you transition with ease. 

• Choose Value – when affordability and performance count, we can help.

• Choose Open – our open platform lets you create customized solutions.

• Choose RMR – grow your business with the right mix of RMR services.

SCAN this QR code with 
any smartphone or visit
www.choosehoneywell.com
to request more info!


